


VERSAFLEX
AN ALL NEW WALLET EXPERIENCE

SAVE TIME

The Versaflex system puts money away for you. As 
simple as that. Gain time and become more productive 
than ever before.

Reach faster for those notes or cards you're looking for 
in hectic situations. Simply choose which side you open 
the wallet or use the quick access anti-slip card slots.

Use your time the way you want it. Be Versaflex.

REDUCE THE SIZE OF YOUR WALLET

The cleverly engineered system makes it possible to 
reduce the use of compartments, resulting in a thinner 
wallet for you.

To store your money away you fold your notes once, 
just like a normal bifold wallet. This way your notes don't 
get damaged or rejected at shops and you maintain a 
clear overview of the contents of your wallet.

BE SECURE

The straps are specifically engineered so esthetics goes 
hand in hand with strength. Straps with double stitching 
along, two layers of bonded full grain leather and 
integrated silk make the straps resistant to tear and 
wear and make it impossible for your wallet to stretch 
out.

Remain outside the reach of digital pickpockets with our Remain outside the reach of digital pickpockets with our 
integrated RFID protection. RFID

CARRY ANYTHING

The Versaflex system can store banknotes, receipts and 
business cards. It's clever construction makes it suitable 
for all sizes of international banknotes.

The strap system is vertically stretchable so you can put 
away up to 30 notes at once.

Next to card holders we also have a range of coin 
wallets so you can even store your coins and keys.

BE UNIQUE

The Versaflex system is never seen before and based 
upon years of infield experience and feedback.

Our products are a work of art, made from premium 
genuine leather and constructed with the care and 
attention that only the human hand can provide.

The colors, with mat or brilliant finish, are carefully 
selected to match your business and casual wardrobe.



RFID PROTECTION
SEAMLESS INTEGRATED

WHAT IS RFID?

Debit cards, credit cards, passports and even smart phones have a built in technology that makes use of 
RFID or Radio Frequency Identification.

These chips replace the old magnetic stripes to store and read data in a user-friendly way. You don’t have to give 
your pin code or signature anymore and slide the card through card terminals or card reading devices. 

You simply wave the card in front of the scanner to make a financial transaction. You can even leave your credit or 
debit card in your wallet while doing so.

WHY RFID WALLETS?

Each new technology always comes with a downside: 
people experience a new form of digital theft called 
RFID skimming.

Counterfeit scanners can easily be found on the 
internet to read your RFID information against your will.
These RFID reader devices can download, or even These RFID reader devices can download, or even 
delete, your financial data by reading the RFID chip from 
a distance. Just walking by is enough.

It is unknown exactly how common this practice is, but 
is thought to be on the rise as contactless becomes 
more common, and the devices used to do it become 
cheaper.

HOW DO I KNOW IF A CARD IS RFID ENABLED?

You need an RFID blocking wallet when your cards display the contactless wave symbol. 

The vast majority of cards issued since 2012 have RFID technology.

RFID WALLETS FROM GARZINI

All Garzini wallets contain a seamless integrated RFID blocking shield
as a standard feature.



SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH YOUR STORE

FEATURES

Handcrafted

Recycled wood and acrylic with protective coat finish

Laser engraved Garzini logo

Easy slide out video frame at the back

10 inch widescreen HD video player 

Removable SD card for hassle free updates

Dimensions: 40 x 25 x 15 cmDimensions: 40 x 25 x 15 cm

The Versaflex system is clever, unique and unseen. So people need to be educated. A demonstration proves them it 
actually works. It’s a delight to see their faces when they see it in action and how it astonishes them if they try it out 
themselves. Although it’s fun we do understand time is money. We came up with a display that does the job for you.

POS
DISPLAY STAND VERTICAL



ESSENZIALE

MW-CS1 VINTAGE

LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

The Garzini Essenziale is the ultimate slim leather card holder. The wallet can hold 8 to 16 cards in secure anti-slip 
card slots. Quick access slots outside make your life easier. The Versaflex system is designed to adjust its size based 
on your contents so no space goes to waste. Perfect to quickly store receipts and notes. 

This slim leather card holder supports all international banknotes and even cardboard business cards. Its slim 
design from the Essenziale range makes it the ultimate front pocket wallet.

Carbon Black | MW-CS1-CB Camel Brown| MW-CS1-CBR Java Brown| MW-CS1-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CS1-MG Olive Green| MW-CS1-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CS1-SBL

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I have never owned a wallet that matches the simple, sleek 
and elegant design of the Garzini Essenziale. Finally there is a wallet 
that gives me the exact space I need without adding the bulkiness.

Jonathan G. - Belgium



ESSENZIALE

MW-CS1 NAPPA

LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

The Garzini Essenziale is the ultimate slim leather card holder. The wallet can hold 8 to 16 cards in secure anti-slip 
card slots. Quick access slots outside make your life easier. The Versaflex system is designed to adjust its size based 
on your contents so no space goes to waste. Perfect to quickly store receipts and notes. 

This slim leather card holder supports all international banknotes and even cardboard business cards. Its slim 
design from the Essenziale range makes it the ultimate front pocket wallet.

Chocolate Brown | MW-CS1-CHB Cognac Brown | MW-CS1-COB

Navy Blue | MW-CS1-NBL Raven Black | MW-CS1-RB

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I have never owned a wallet that matches the simple, sleek 
and elegant design of the Garzini Essenziale. Finally there is a wallet 
that gives me the exact space I need without adding the bulkiness.

Jonathan G. - Belgium



ESSENZIALE

MW-CS1 BRUSHED

LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

The Garzini Essenziale is the ultimate slim leather card holder. The wallet can hold 8 to 16 cards in secure anti-slip 
card slots. Quick access slots outside make your life easier. The Versaflex system is designed to adjust its size based 
on your contents so no space goes to waste. Perfect to quickly store receipts and notes. 

This slim leather card holder supports all international banknotes and even cardboard business cards. Its slim 
design from the Essenziale range makes it the ultimate front pocket wallet.

Brushed Black | MW-CS1-BRBL Brushed Brown | MW-CS1-BRBR

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I have never owned a wallet that matches the simple, sleek 
and elegant design of the Garzini Essenziale. Finally there is a wallet 
that gives me the exact space I need without adding the bulkiness.

Jonathan G. - Belgium



ESSENZIALE

MW-CS1 CROCO

LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

The Garzini Essenziale is the ultimate slim leather card holder. The wallet can hold 8 to 16 cards in secure anti-slip 
card slots. Quick access slots outside make your life easier. The Versaflex system is designed to adjust its size based 
on your contents so no space goes to waste. Perfect to quickly store receipts and notes. 

This slim leather card holder supports all international banknotes and even cardboard business cards. Its slim 
design from the Essenziale range makes it the ultimate front pocket wallet.

Croco Black | MW-CS1-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CS1-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CS1-CRBU

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I have never owned a wallet that matches the simple, sleek 
and elegant design of the Garzini Essenziale. Finally there is a wallet 
that gives me the exact space I need without adding the bulkiness.

Jonathan G. - Belgium



ESSENZIALE ID WINDOW
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH ID WINDOW

MW-CS2 VINTAGE

Made with the highest level of craftsmanship the Garzini Essenziale Finestra is Garzini's unique slim leather card 
holder with an easy slide cutout ID window. 

The high quality satin finish inside delivers an unexpected stylish touch. The minimalistic design makes it fit in your 
front pocket, easy to quickly show the card you never have to take out. The attention to detail of this slim leather 
card holder makes it delightful to hold and use.

Carbon Black | MW-CS2-CB Camel Brown| MW-CS2-CBR Java Brown| MW-CS2-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CS2-MG Olive Green| MW-CS2-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CS2-SBL

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 11 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leatherHandcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



ESSENZIALE ID WINDOW
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH ID WINDOW

MW-CS2 NAPPA

Made with the highest level of craftsmanship the Garzini Essenziale Finestra is Garzini's unique slim leather card 
holder with an easy slide cutout ID window. 

The high quality satin finish inside delivers an unexpected stylish touch. The minimalistic design makes it fit in your 
front pocket, easy to quickly show the card you never have to take out. The attention to detail of this slim leather 
card holder makes it delightful to hold and use.

Chocolate Brown | MW-CS2-CHB Cognac Brown | MW-CS2-COB

Navy Blue | MW-CS2-NBL Raven Black | MW-CS2-RB

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 11 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



ESSENZIALE ID WINDOW
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH ID WINDOW

MW-CS2 BRUSHED

Made with the highest level of craftsmanship the Garzini Essenziale Finestra is Garzini's unique slim leather card 
holder with an easy slide cutout ID window. 

The high quality satin finish inside delivers an unexpected stylish touch. The minimalistic design makes it fit in your 
front pocket, easy to quickly show the card you never have to take out. The attention to detail of this slim leather 
card holder makes it delightful to hold and use.

Brushed Black | MW-CS2-BRBL Brushed Brown | MW-CS2-BRBR

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 11 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



ESSENZIALE ID WINDOW
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH ID WINDOW

MW-CS2 CROCO

Made with the highest level of craftsmanship the Garzini Essenziale Finestra is Garzini's unique slim leather card 
holder with an easy slide cutout ID window. 

The high quality satin finish inside delivers an unexpected stylish touch. The minimalistic design makes it fit in your 
front pocket, easy to quickly show the card you never have to take out. The attention to detail of this slim leather 
card holder makes it delightful to hold and use.

Croco Black | MW-CS2-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CS2-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CS2-CRBU

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 11 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



MAGISTRALE
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

MW-CS3 VINTAGE

Our Magistrale collection is specifically designed for the more demanding customer. This versatile leather card 
holder can store 11 to 22 cards, all within easy reach. 

Featuring an easy slide cutout ID window with high quality satin finish. If card storage is what you're looking for, this 
spacious card holder won't let you down. The cleverly constructed Versaflex system takes care of banknotes, 
receipts and business cards.

COLORS

Carbon Black | MW-CS3-CB Camel Brown| MW-CS3-CBR Java Brown| MW-CS3-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CS3-MG Olive Green| MW-CS3-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CS3-SBL

FEATURES

Stores up to 22 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leatherHandcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I've been loyal to my old wallet for many years, 
however after receiving the Garzini Magistrale for my birthday I couldn't 

imagine how easy it was to use to store my cards and notes.
Ben B. - Australia



MAGISTRALE
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

MW-CS3 NAPPA

Our Magistrale collection is specifically designed for the more demanding customer. This versatile leather card 
holder can store 11 to 22 cards, all within easy reach. 

Featuring an easy slide cutout ID window with high quality satin finish. If card storage is what you're looking for, this 
spacious card holder won't let you down. The cleverly constructed Versaflex system takes care of banknotes, 
receipts and business cards.

COLORS

Chocolate Brown | MW-CS3-CHB Cognac Brown| MW-CS3-COB

Navy Blue| MW-CS3-NBL Raven Black| MW-CS3-RB

FEATURES

Stores up to 22 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I've been loyal to my old wallet for many years, 
however after receiving the Garzini Magistrale for my birthday I couldn't 

imagine how easy it was to use to store my cards and notes.
Ben B. - Australia



MAGISTRALE
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

MW-CS3 BRUSHED

Our Magistrale collection is specifically designed for the more demanding customer. This versatile leather card 
holder can store 11 to 22 cards, all within easy reach. 

Featuring an easy slide cutout ID window with high quality satin finish. If card storage is what you're looking for, this 
spacious card holder won't let you down. The cleverly constructed Versaflex system takes care of banknotes, 
receipts and business cards.

COLORS

Brushed Black | MW-CS3-BRBL Brushed Brown| MW-CS3-BRBR

FEATURES

Stores up to 22 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I've been loyal to my old wallet for many years, 
however after receiving the Garzini Magistrale for my birthday I couldn't 

imagine how easy it was to use to store my cards and notes.
Ben B. - Australia



MAGISTRALE
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC WALLET

MW-CS3 CROCO

Our Magistrale collection is specifically designed for the more demanding customer. This versatile leather card 
holder can store 11 to 22 cards, all within easy reach. 

Featuring an easy slide cutout ID window with high quality satin finish. If card storage is what you're looking for, this 
spacious card holder won't let you down. The cleverly constructed Versaflex system takes care of banknotes, 
receipts and business cards.

COLORS

Croco Black | MW-CS3-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CS3-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CS3-CRBU

FEATURES

Stores up to 22 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I've been loyal to my old wallet for many years, 
however after receiving the Garzini Magistrale for my birthday I couldn't 

imagine how easy it was to use to store my cards and notes.
Ben B. - Australia



CAVARE
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CS4 VINTAGE

The Garzini Cavare is the first wallet we created with card sleeves on the front and the back. The cards in the sleeves 
can be extracted thanks to an easy pull-tab system.

Thanks to the sleeves, the Garzini Cavare remains really slim, so it fits perfectly in your front, back or shirt pocket! 
This magic wallet stores all your cards, bills, notes and cardboard business cards perfectly!

Carbon Black | MW-CS4-CB Camel Brown| MW-CS4-CBR Java Brown| MW-CS4-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CS4-MG Olive Green| MW-CS4-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CS4-SBL

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 10 to 12 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CS4 NAPPA

The Garzini Cavare is the first wallet we created with card sleeves on the front and the back. The cards in the sleeves 
can be extracted thanks to an easy pull-tab system.

Thanks to the sleeves, the Garzini Cavare remains really slim, so it fits perfectly in your front, back or shirt pocket! 
This magic wallet stores all your cards, bills, notes and cardboard business cards perfectly!

Chocolate Brown | MW-CS4-CHB Cognac Brown | MW-CS4-COB

Navy Blue | MW-CS4-NBL Raven Black | MW-CS4-RB

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 10 to 12 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CS4 BRUSHED

The Garzini Cavare is the first wallet we created with card sleeves on the front and the back. The cards in the sleeves 
can be extracted thanks to an easy pull-tab system.

Thanks to the sleeves, the Garzini Cavare remains really slim, so it fits perfectly in your front, back or shirt pocket! 
This magic wallet stores all your cards, bills, notes and cardboard business cards perfectly!

Brushed Black | MW-CS4-BRBL Brushed Brown | MW-CS4-BRBR

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 10 to 12 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE
LEATHER MAGIC WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CS4 CROCO

The Garzini Cavare is the first wallet we created with card sleeves on the front and the back. The cards in the sleeves 
can be extracted thanks to an easy pull-tab system.

Thanks to the sleeves, the Garzini Cavare remains really slim, so it fits perfectly in your front, back or shirt pocket! 
This magic wallet stores all your cards, bills, notes and cardboard business cards perfectly!

Croco Black | MW-CS4-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CS4-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CS4-CRBU

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 10 to 12 cards in anti-slip card slots

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packagingComes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



ESSENZIALE COIN POCKET

MW-CP1 VINTAGE

LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The slim coin wallet Garzini Essenziale Pezzini is proudly developed in house, starting from a blank sheet. It's 
designed to carry the contents of a normal wallet while offering you the thickness of a card holder. We reinvented 
the traditional coin wallet to give you the best of both worlds. 

No more loose coins and no more sacrifices towards design or sleekness. Next to coins this slim coin wallet is 
capable of holding 5 to 10 cards in anti slip card slots both inside and outside.

Carbon Black | MW-CP1-CB Camel Brown| MW-CP1-CBR Java Brown| MW-CP1-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CP1-MG Olive Green| MW-CP1-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CP1-SBL

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leatherHandcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I was looking for a wallet that can hold cards, coins
and notes. It easily fits everything from my old wallet but 

surprisingly has only half of its thickness.
Mike W. - USA



ESSENZIALE COIN POCKET

MW-CP1 NAPPA

LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The slim coin wallet Garzini Essenziale Pezzini is proudly developed in house, starting from a blank sheet. It's 
designed to carry the contents of a normal wallet while offering you the thickness of a card holder. We reinvented 
the traditional coin wallet to give you the best of both worlds. 

No more loose coins and no more sacrifices towards design or sleekness. Next to coins this slim coin wallet is 
capable of holding 5 to 10 cards in anti slip card slots both inside and outside.

Chocolate Brown | MW-CP1-CHB Cognac Brown| MW-CP1-COB

Navy Blue | MW-CP1-NBL Raven Black | MW-CP1-RB

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I was looking for a wallet that can hold cards, coins
and notes. It easily fits everything from my old wallet but 

surprisingly has only half of its thickness.
Mike W. - USA



ESSENZIALE COIN POCKET

MW-CP1 BRUSHED

LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The slim coin wallet Garzini Essenziale Pezzini is proudly developed in house, starting from a blank sheet. It's 
designed to carry the contents of a normal wallet while offering you the thickness of a card holder. We reinvented 
the traditional coin wallet to give you the best of both worlds. 

No more loose coins and no more sacrifices towards design or sleekness. Next to coins this slim coin wallet is 
capable of holding 5 to 10 cards in anti slip card slots both inside and outside.

Brushed Black | MW-CP1-BRBL Brushed Brown| MW-CP1-BRBR

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I was looking for a wallet that can hold cards, coins
and notes. It easily fits everything from my old wallet but 

surprisingly has only half of its thickness.
Mike W. - USA



ESSENZIALE COIN POCKET

MW-CP1 CROCO

LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The slim coin wallet Garzini Essenziale Pezzini is proudly developed in house, starting from a blank sheet. It's 
designed to carry the contents of a normal wallet while offering you the thickness of a card holder. We reinvented 
the traditional coin wallet to give you the best of both worlds. 

No more loose coins and no more sacrifices towards design or sleekness. Next to coins this slim coin wallet is 
capable of holding 5 to 10 cards in anti slip card slots both inside and outside.

Croco Black | MW-CP1-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CP1-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CP1-CRBU

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores up to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I was looking for a wallet that can hold cards, coins
and notes. It easily fits everything from my old wallet but 

surprisingly has only half of its thickness.
Mike W. - USA



MW-CP2 VINTAGE

MAGISTRALE COIN POCKET
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The Garzini Magistrale Pezzini is the all in one solution. This leather coin wallet seamlessly combines generous card 
storage with a practical front coin pocket. 

The efficient coin pocket guarantees optimal space usage and a practical overview while our innovative Versaflex 
system keeps bulk to a minimum. Best of both worlds. The next generation coin wallet has arrived.

COLORS

Carbon Black | MW-CP2-CB Camel Brown| MW-CP2-CBR Java Brown| MW-CP2-JBR

Metal Grey| MW-CP2-MG Olive Green| MW-CP2-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CP2-SBL

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

As a frequent traveler I was searching for a wallet that keeps all my 
valuables together. The Magistrale Pezzini provides space for all my 

cards and coins while I can show off at the same time.
Roberto V. - Italy



MW-CP2 NAPPA

MAGISTRALE COIN POCKET
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The Garzini Magistrale Pezzini is the all in one solution. This leather coin wallet seamlessly combines generous card 
storage with a practical front coin pocket. 

The efficient coin pocket guarantees optimal space usage and a practical overview while our innovative Versaflex 
system keeps bulk to a minimum. Best of both worlds. The next generation coin wallet has arrived.

COLORS

Chocolate Brown | MW-CP2-CHB Cognac Brown| MW-CP2-COB

Navy Blue| MW-CP2-NBL Raven Black| MW-CP2-RB

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

As a frequent traveler I was searching for a wallet that keeps all my 
valuables together. The Magistrale Pezzini provides space for all my 

cards and coins while I can show off at the same time.
Roberto V. - Italy



MW-CP2 BRUSHED

MAGISTRALE COIN POCKET
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The Garzini Magistrale Pezzini is the all in one solution. This leather coin wallet seamlessly combines generous card 
storage with a practical front coin pocket. 

The efficient coin pocket guarantees optimal space usage and a practical overview while our innovative Versaflex 
system keeps bulk to a minimum. Best of both worlds. The next generation coin wallet has arrived.

COLORS

Brushed Black | MW-CP2-BRBL Brushed Brown| MW-CP2-BRBR

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

As a frequent traveler I was searching for a wallet that keeps all my 
valuables together. The Magistrale Pezzini provides space for all my 

cards and coins while I can show off at the same time.
Roberto V. - Italy



MW-CP2 CROCO

MAGISTRALE COIN POCKET
SPACIOUS LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET

The Garzini Magistrale Pezzini is the all in one solution. This leather coin wallet seamlessly combines generous card 
storage with a practical front coin pocket. 

The efficient coin pocket guarantees optimal space usage and a practical overview while our innovative Versaflex 
system keeps bulk to a minimum. Best of both worlds. The next generation coin wallet has arrived.

COLORS

Croco Black | MW-CP2-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CP2-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CP2-CRBU

FEATURES

Stores up to 16 cards in anti-slip card slots

ID window with satin finish and easy slide cutout

Front coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm10 x 7.5 x 1.7cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

As a frequent traveler I was searching for a wallet that keeps all my 
valuables together. The Magistrale Pezzini provides space for all my 

cards and coins while I can show off at the same time.
Roberto V. - Italy



CAVARE COIN POCKET
LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CP3 VINTAGE

The Garzini Cavare Coin Pocket is the next step in our Cavare collection. Combining the card sleeve with pull-tab on 
the front with the convenience of a coin pocket on the back. This extraordinary wallet offers you the discrete storage 
solution on the front together with the handy coin pocket to easily put away your loose change!

The slimness of the Cavare Coin Pocket will satisfy you, while maintaining easy storage solutions like the card sleeve 
with pull-tab system, the coin pocket and the magic system to store your bills!

Java Brown| MW-CP3-JBRCamel Brown| MW-CP3-CBRCarbon Black | MW-CP3-CB

Metal Grey| MW-CP3-MG Olive Green| MW-CP3-OGR Sapphire Blue| MW-CP3-SBL

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 8 to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted top-grain buffalo leatherHandcrafted top-grain buffalo leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE COIN POCKET
LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CP3 NAPPA

The Garzini Cavare Coin Pocket is the next step in our Cavare collection. Combining the card sleeve with pull-tab on 
the front with the convenience of a coin pocket on the back. This extraordinary wallet offers you the discrete storage 
solution on the front together with the handy coin pocket to easily put away your loose change!

The slimness of the Cavare Coin Pocket will satisfy you, while maintaining easy storage solutions like the card sleeve 
with pull-tab system, the coin pocket and the magic system to store your bills!

Cognac Brown | MW-CP3-COB

Navy Blue | MW-CP3-NBL Raven Black | MW-CS4-RB

Chocolate Brown | MW-CP3-CHB

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 8 to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE COIN POCKET
LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CP3 BRUSHED

The Garzini Cavare Coin Pocket is the next step in our Cavare collection. Combining the card sleeve with pull-tab on 
the front with the convenience of a coin pocket on the back. This extraordinary wallet offers you the discrete storage 
solution on the front together with the handy coin pocket to easily put away your loose change!

The slimness of the Cavare Coin Pocket will satisfy you, while maintaining easy storage solutions like the card sleeve 
with pull-tab system, the coin pocket and the magic system to store your bills!

Brushed Black | MW-CP3-BRBL Brushed Brown | MW-CP3-BRBR

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 8 to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CAVARE COIN POCKET
LEATHER MAGIC COIN WALLET WITH PULL-TAB CARD SLEEVES

MW-CP3 CROCO

The Garzini Cavare Coin Pocket is the next step in our Cavare collection. Combining the card sleeve with pull-tab on 
the front with the convenience of a coin pocket on the back. This extraordinary wallet offers you the discrete storage 
solution on the front together with the handy coin pocket to easily put away your loose change!

The slimness of the Cavare Coin Pocket will satisfy you, while maintaining easy storage solutions like the card sleeve 
with pull-tab system, the coin pocket and the magic system to store your bills!

Croco Black | MW-CP3-CRBL Croco Brown| MW-CP3-CRBR Croco Burgundy| MW-CP3-CRBU

COLORS

FEATURES

Stores 8 to 10 cards in anti-slip card slots

Coin pocket with clear overview and satin finish

Stores banknotes, receipts and business cards

Suitable for all international banknotes

Unique Versaflex system with RFID protection

Compact: 10 x 7.5 x 0.9cm

Handcrafted full grain cow leatherHandcrafted full grain cow leather

Comes in luxurious packaging

Backed by our 1 year warranty

I like how Garzini has found a way to craft a wallet that is extremely 
thin and has the durability of genuine leather. As my daily wallet it 
amazes all my friends when I show them the unique Versaflex system.

Steffen L. - Germany



CONTACT US
SHARE YOUR PASSION

If you're reading this we must have done something to impress you. 

Being a Garzini partner means more than simply selling a premium product. We encourage you to express your 
doubts and share your passion for Garzini with us. 

We’d love to hear your ideas on how we can make our relation more beneficial for you as well as your customers.

To stock Garzini, please email our sales team with the following information:

An easy to use media kit awaits you with high resolution pictures and HD videos.

sales@garzini.com

The name of your store

Address

Website

Photos of your shop

2 other brands you currently carry

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

If your customer bought a Garzini product and it hasn't performed to expectations, or they want to know more 
about the brand, send our support team a message.

garzini.com/support support@garzini.com

FOLLOW US

#GARZINIFASHION   share your Garzini pictures with us

facebook.com/garzinifashion

linkedin.com/company/garzini

twitter.com/GarziniFashion

plus.google.com/+GarziniFashion

youtube.com/c/GarziniFashion

vimeo.com/garzini

instagram.com/garzinifashioninstagram.com/garzinifashion

pinterest.com/garzini_fashion



G A R Z I N I  P R I C I N G  E U R  

Model Leather Wholesale price RRP (incl. VAT) 

MW-CS1 – Essenziale Vintage €15,98 €39,95 

MW-CS1 – Essenziale Nappa €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CS1 – Essenziale  Brushed €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CS1 – Essenziale  Croco €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CS2 – Essenziale ID Window  Vintage €17,98 €44,95 

MW-CS2 – Essenziale ID Window  Nappa €21,98 €54,95 

MW-CS2 – Essenziale ID Window  Brushed €21,98 €54,95 

MW-CS2 – Essenziale ID Window  Croco €25,98 €64,95 

MW-CS3 – Magistrale  Vintage €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CS3 – Magistrale  Nappa €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CS3 – Magistrale  Brushed €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CS3 – Magistrale  Croco €27,98 €69,95 

MW-CS4 – Cavare  Vintage €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CS4 – Cavare  Nappa €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CS4 – Cavare  Brushed €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CS4 – Cavare  Croco €27,98 €69,95 

MW-CP1 – Essenziale Coin Pocket  Vintage €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CP1 – Essenziale Coin Pocket  Nappa €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CP1 – Essenziale Coin Pocket  Brushed €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CP1 – Essenziale Coin Pocket  Croco €27,98 €69,95 

MW-CP2 – Magistrale Coin Pocket  Vintage €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CP2 – Magistrale Coin Pocket  Nappa €27,98 €69,95 

MW-CP2 – Magistrale Coin Pocket  Brushed €27,98 €69,95 

MW-CP2 – Magistrale Coin Pocket  Croco €31,98 €79,95 

MW-CP3 – Cavare Coin Pocket Vintage €19,98 €49,95 

MW-CP3 – Cavare Coin Pocket Nappa €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CP3 – Cavare Coin Pocket Brushed €23,98 €59,95 

MW-CP3 – Cavare Coin Pocket Croco €27,98 €69,95 

 

• Minimum first order is 30 pieces and includes a free video-display. Minimum re-order is 10 pieces. 

• Payment before delivery for first order, re-order is 30 days payment term. 

• Free delivery of all orders within Europe & USA. 

• Free media kit with professional product pictures & videos of all products. 

• All wallets are separately packed in a luxury gift box with barcode and SKU. 
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